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Abstract
If Einstein’s equations are to describe a field theory of gravity in
Minkowski spacetime, then causality requires that the effective curved
metric must respect the flat background metric’s null cone. The kine-
matical problem is solved using a generalized eigenvector formalism
based on the Segre´ classification of symmetric rank 2 tensors with re-
spect to a Lorentzian metric. Securing the correct relationship between
the two null cones dynamically plausibly is achieved using the naive
gauge freedom. New variables tied to the generalized eigenvector for-
malism reduce the configuration space to the causality-respecting part.
In this smaller space, gauge transformations do not form a group, but
only a groupoid. The flat metric removes the difficulty of defining
equal-time commutation relations in quantum gravity and guarantees
global hyperbolicity.
key words: null cones, bimetric, spin 2, field formulation, causality
1 Introduction
A number of authors have discussed the utility of a flat background metric
ηµν in general relativity. Remarkably, a background metric also enables one
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to derive general relativity from plausible postulates in special relativity
[1–23]. It is worth recalling a conclusion of E. R. Huggins [5], who was a
student of Feynman. Huggins found that the requirement that energy be a
spin-two field coupled to the stress-energy tensor does not lead to a unique
theory. Rather, “an additional restriction is necessary. For Feynman this
restriction was that the equations of motion be obtained from an action
principle; Einstein required that the gravitational field have a geometrical
interpretation. Feynman showed these two restrictions to be equivalent.”
[5] (p. 3) As W. Thirring observed, it is not clear a priori why (pseudo-)
Riemannian geometry is to be preferred over all the other sorts of geometry
that exist, so a derivation of effective (pseudo-) Riemannian geometry is
attractive [3]. This remark is perhaps even more significant today, when
metric-affine geometries deprive metric geometry of much claim to generality
or necessity.
Such derivations of general relativity from Minkowski spacetime as exist
to date, however, are only formally special relativistic, because the null cone
for the curved metric gµν might not respect the null cone for the flat metric
ηµν . The desired relationship is to have all η-null vectors be g-null or g-
spacelike, and all η-spacelike vectors be g-spacelike. Failing that, gravity
would be an acausal theory in the sense of a field theory in Minkowksi
spacetime. Elsewhere we survey in some detail the history of the treatment
of this fundamental question [22, 24], and find that it remains open.
Here we undertake to solve the problem. The kinematic issue of the
relationship between the two null cones is handled using the work of G.
S. Hall and collaborators on the Segre´ classification of symmetric rank 2
tensors with respect to a Lorentzian metric. For our purposes, we classify
the curved metric with respect to the flat one, and find necessary and suf-
ficient conditions for a suitable relationship. Requiring that flat spacetime
causality not be violated, and not be arbitrarily close to being violated, a
condition that we call “stable η-causality,” implies that all suitable curved
metrics have a complete set of generalized eigenvectors with respect to the
flat metric, and that the causality conditions take the form of strict rather
than loose inequalities. Given strict inequalities, one is in a position to
solve such conditions by a change of variables. This technique is analogous
to one used to satisfy the positivity conditions of canonical gravity, which
have been discussed by J. Klauder, F. Klotz, and J. Goldberg. In these
new variables, stable η-causality holds identically, because the configuration
space has been reduced (though the dimension is unchanged), largely by
reducing the lapse until the proper null cone relation holds. This reduction
implies the need for reconsidering the gauge freedom of the theory. It turns
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out that (suitably redefined) gauge transformations no longer form a group,
because multiplication is not defined between some elements. But they do
form a groupoid, which seems quite satisfactory. Given the plausibly suc-
cessful outcome of the effort to make the proper null cone relationship hold,
the above-mentioned gap in derivations of general relativity as an ostensibly
special relativistic theory is substantially closed. The naive gauge freedom
turns out to include some unphysical states, but that is not a serious prob-
lem. The goal of interpreting Einstein’s equations in Minkowski spacetime
is hardly new, but it seems never to have been successfully realized. Some
details of our approach are sufficiently novel that a new name is helpful to
distinguish it from more formal and instrumental uses of a flat background
metric tensor. Let us call the work the “special relativistic approach to
Einstein’s equations” (SRA).
A natural use of the background causal structure is in defining equal
time commutation relations in traditional approaches to quantum gravity.
Without a background causal structure of some sort, one cannot answer
the kinematical question of which events occur at equal times until the
dynamical problem has been solved. Furthermore, because the curved metric
is itself quantized, any resulting notion of causality will likely be fuzzy. These
problems are generated by the insistence on a fundamentally geometrical
theory of gravity. The background causal structure in the SRA naturally
resolves these problems.
Making the curved metric respect the flat null cone ensures that the
resulting spacetime is globally hyperbolic. This fact is quite consistent with
the existence of a region of no escape, which can arise due to the narrowing
and inward tilting of the curved null cones [25]. The mandatory global
hyperbolicity might be useful in avoiding the Hawking black hole information
loss paradox [26]. The background metric also renders the initial singularity
of Robertson-Walker models innocuous, at least in some cases [27].
2 Describing and Enforcing the Proper Null Cone
Relationship
2.1 Consistent Null Cones by Suitable Gauge Restrictions?
In pondering the relation between the local relation between the two null
cones in a field formulation of general relativity, Penrose [28] and Grishchuk
[18] have noted that it is gauge-dependent. (Below we will modify the notion
of gauge transformation to make the null cone relation gauge-invariant.)
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This situation sounds problematic, but in fact it is not. It is surely better
than having the wrong null cone relationship in a physically invariant way,
for example, as might happen in a bimetric theory with no gauge freedom.
In fact, the gauge variance of the null cone relationship in a field approach to
Einstein’s equations is very helpful, because one is free to confine attention
to those solutions with the proper null cone relationship, and then declare
the remainder to be illegal.
Looking at linearized general relativity helps to show both the prospects
for getting the right null cone relationship, and an obstacle along the path.
Working in the Lorentz-Hilbert gauge, and excluding gravitational radia-
tion, M. Visser, B. Bassett, and S. Liberati find that the curved metric’s
null cone opens wider than the flat background’s only if the null energy
condition (NEC) is violated [29, 30] (see also [31–33] for related work). The
NEC being rather commonly satisfied, and the Lorentz-Hilbert gauge being
perhaps the most charming gauge condition, this result is quite encouraging
for efforts to respect the flat metric’s null cone in full nonlinear general rela-
tivity. However, as they note, the NEC does not hold universally. They also
note that this result does not obviously or easily generalize to strong field
situations. Finally, we note that their exclusion of gravitational radiation
is a severe limitation, for, as the study of gravitational waves in linearized
general relativity shows, gravitational radiation in this gauge does result in
widening of the null cone relative to that of the flat background [24, 34].
The Lorentz-Hilbert gauge being the linearization of the DeDonder gauge
that holds when harmonic coordinates are used, its failure for plane wave
solutions suggest that gauge fixing cannot be performed without due atten-
tion to the null cones. This is our primary objection to the treatment of
the two null cones in the Relativistic Theory of Gravity of A. A. Logunov
et al. [20, 21, 35]. Imposing a gauge condition up front and then discarding
solutions with the wrong null cone relationship risks omitting physically nec-
essary solutions, such as plane waves. (We also reject Logunov’s criticisms
of general relativity as lacking conservation laws and failing to make unique
physical predictions.) Thus we concluded that causality is violated by phys-
ically relevant gravitational wave solutions in the tensorial DeDonder gauge
[22, 24].
In response to this argument, Yu. M. Chugreev has recently pointed out
that in cases of demonstrably physically realistic gravitational radiation, one
should not neglect the static field of the source, and that the static source
field might prevent the gravitational wave from violating causality [36] (see
also ([37])). For the finite-range massive graviton theory that Chugreev
considers, if one considers an isolated source (not an unbounded cosmo-
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logical matter distribution), one expects the radiation potential to fall off
as 1
r
, while the static field suffers exponential decay from the Yukawa form.
Thus, at distances on the order of several Compton wavelengths, the source’s
static field will become negligible. Then the linear gravitational wave solu-
tion alone would be physically relevant, and it would violate causality. On
the other hand, generalizing Chugreev’s argument to the case of massless
gravitons, which we consider here, both the radiation and the static field
from a localized source should decay with distance as 1
r
. Thus the radiation
should not “outlast” the field of the source. The static field might there-
fore prevent the gravitational wave from ever violating causality. (These
arguments have been made using a linear approximation.) Whether there is
causality violation from realistic exact solutions (expressed in the tensorial
DeDonder gauge) describing the emission of gravitational radiation from
localized sources is therefore presently an open question– not settled ei-
ther negatively was previously concluded in ([22, 24]), or positively as some
authors seem to believe. In view of the difficulty in finding exact solu-
tions of Einstein’s equations, the services of numerical relativists–especially
those who run simulations using harmonic coordinates–in running strong-
field gravitational simulations would be helpful, and might be required, to
resolve this issue. In any case, it has become clear that gravitational wave
solutions pose a larger question for the consistency of the null cones than
do solutions with trivial or more monotonic dynamics. For the present we
conjecture that some realistic strong-field solution containing gravitational
radiation, expressed using the tensorial DeDonder gauge, violates causality
with respect to the flat background. If this conjecture is correct, then our
technique of using the gauge freedom to secure the proper relationship be-
tween the two null cones, to be discussed below, will be mandatory. If our
conjecture fails, then imposing the tensorial DeDonder condition “by hand,”
as in the massless version of the Relativistic Theory of Gravity, would be an
option. However, if one wished to retain the gauge freedom that the con-
strained nature of the Einstein field equations naturally implies, then our
technique below would still be required.
If there to be any is hope for restricting the gauge freedom so as to en-
sure that the curved null cone stays consistent with the flat one, then there
must be enough naive gauge freedom to transform any physically significant
solution into a form that satisfies η-causality. The curved spatial metric
contains the gravitational degrees of freedom and satisfies constraint equa-
tions, so it is not readily adjusted. Let us regard it as fixed, and attempt
to use the gauge freedom resident in the lapse and shift [38] to achieve null
cone consistency. Adjusting the lapse narrows or widens the curved met-
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ric’s light cone, while the shift vector determines its tilt from the vertical
(future) direction. By analogy with conditions typically imposed in geomet-
rical general relativity to avoid causality difficulties [39], one would prefer
that the curved light cone be strictly inside the flat light cone, not tangent
to it, because tangency indicates that the field is on the verge of η-causality
violation. Above we named this requirement “stable η-causality,” by anal-
ogy to the usual condition of stable causality [39]. One might worry that
this requirement would exclude all curved metrics conformally related to the
flat one, and even the presumed “vacuum” gµν = ηµν itself. Indeed it does,
but if we take gauge invariance seriously, then there is no fundamental basis
for preferring gµν = ηµν over having the curved metric agree with the flat
metric up to a gauge transformation. Let the desired relation between the
null cones hold at some initial moment. Also let the curved spatial metric
and shift be such at some event in that moment that they tend to make
the curved cone violate the flat one a bit later. By suitably reducing the
lapse, one can lengthen the curved cone until it once again is safely inside
the flat cone. By so choosing the lapse at all times and places, one should be
able to satisfy the causality principle at every event, if no global difficulties
arise. Global difficulties are unlikely to arise, because the special relativistic
approach excludes many nontrivial global spacetime features a priori. This
plausibility argument need only work for sufficiently well-behaved solutions,
for which it appears to be adequate. Geroch and Ashtekar point out that
some manifolds admitting curved metrics of Lorentzian signature do not ad-
mit flat ones [40, 41], but fail to show that such manifolds must be regarded
as physically admissible. Well-behaved solutions, at a minimum, have no
closed causal curves, are orientable and time-orientable, are deformable to
Minkowski spacetime, and have Lorentzian signature and a Cauchy surface.
This lapse-reducing plausibility argument especially ought to work for
bounded matter distributions. Given that unbounded matter sources are
standard in cosmology, one ought also to consider the homogeneous Robertson-
Walker models. For the Robertson-Walker cosmological spacetimes, the
spatially flat case is permitted; the negatively curved case most likely is per-
mitted, with perhaps an inhomogeneous relation between the two metrics;
while the positively curved case most likely is not. (Positively curved so-
lutions clearly are admissible if the requirement of homogeneity is relaxed,
so the observation of energy density greater than the critical value would
not pose any serious objection to this project.) As we discuss elsewhere
[27], fitting Robertson-Walker solutions into Minkowski spacetime implies
that a fundamental observer’s worldline will have finite length according to
the observable curved metric gµν and infinite length according to the flat
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metric ηµν . This finite g-length is not worrisome in the same way that the
Big Bang singularity is in the geometrical approach, because of the intuition
[39] that field misbehavior ‘at infinity’ is nonsingular [27]. Let us borrow
useful terminology from Gotay and Demaret [42, 43]: η-proper time acts like
a “fast” time, because the classical singularity occurs in the infinite past or
future, not in the finite past or future as for a “slow” time.
Turning to the Schwarzschild solution, one might worry that a static
version of the solution in the SRA would exclude even the region within
the horizon and thus omit black holes [44–47]. However, no good reason
to impose staticity exists, especially in the context of gravitational collapse.
Instead, using the Loskutov-Vlasov-Petrov [25, 48, 49] stationary harmonic
Schwarzschild solution, and making a formal translation of the radial co-
ordinate for the flat metric only, one can include the region between the
horizon and the singularity. These authors’ form of the curved metric is
ds2 = −r −M
r +M
dt2 +
8M2
(r +M)2
dtdr
+
[
1 +
2M
r +M
+
4M2
(r +M)2
+
8M3
(r +M)3
]
dr2 + (r +M)2dΩ2. (1)
This curved metric, mated to a new flat metric η′µν with line element
dσ′2 = −dt2 + dr2 + (r +M)2dΩ2 (2)
with r ≥ −M, ensures that η-causality is respected everywhere down to
the true singularity at r = −M, as one readily shows using the eigenvalue
formalism below and making some plots using Mathematica. An obvious
change of coordinates ρ = r + M would display both line elements using
standard spherical polar coordinates and put the singularity at ρ = 0. Thus
black holes are permitted in the special relativistic approach to Einstein’s
equations. Petrov further finds [25] that test particles reach the horizon in
finite coordinate time t, but only hit the singularity at t =∞. In Minkowski
spacetime, there simply are no events with t ≥ ∞, so it follows that, after
crossing the horizon, an infalling test particle never hits the singularity,
though it is always falling toward it and gets arbitrarily close to it. This
result is very satisfactory, because one need not ask what happens to the
particle at the singularity. The particle is not destroyed, only trapped.
Of course quantum gravity effects are likely to become important, but it is
pleasant to find that the classical theory does not predict its own breakdown.
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In discussing the Schwarzschild solution, we ought to recall [22] why it
is not representative of any deep worry for Lorentz-covariant approaches
to Einstein’s equations, pace R. Penrose [28] and (following him) J. Bicˇa´k
[50]. Penrose, recognizing a practical connection between scattering theory
and the Lorentz-covariant approach to gravity, poses a dilemma for the
latter. Using global techniques, he shows that either the curved null cone
locally violates the flat one, or the scattering properties become inconvenient
because the geodesics for the two metrics continue to diverge even far away
from a localized source. He concludes that a “satisfactory” relationship
between the two null cones cannot be found. Moreover, this situation is
not specific to the Schwarzschild solution, but holds rather generally, given
positive mass. Clearly the first horn of Penrose’s dilemma would be fatal for
any project that regards the flat metric as physically significant, rather than
merely instrumentally useful in a field formulation of general relativity. The
second horn, however, does not constitute a fundamental problem, so we
simply accept the second horn [22]. It is well known that long-range fields
have inconvenient scattering properties [51]. The root of the divergence
between the geodesics is merely the long-range 1
r
character of the potential
in the conformally invariant part of the curved metric, which one expects in
a massless spin 2 theory.
By carefully considering which solutions (or pieces thereof) are phys-
ically necessary, plausibly one concludes that this use of the lapse (and
perhaps the shift) to achieve null cone consistency suffices in general. Some
valid solutions of general relativity might lack analogs in the special rel-
ativistic approach. For example, Ionescu has found it difficult to include
an infinite plate source in Minkowski spacetime without violating the null
cone structure of the background [52]. But even if an infinite plate source
cannot be admitted, this is not a serious problem, because, as Griffiths
points out in an electromagnetic context, such problems are artificial [53]
(p. 87). Other solutions of Einstein’s equations might not wholly fit into
Minkowski spacetime, but a suitable piece of the solution will fit, as we
saw for the Schwarzschild solution. One wants solutions in the special rel-
ativistic approach to be extended as far as possible in length measured by
the curved metric g, but no further, so one takes the largest piece of the
solution that will fit into Minkowski spacetime. The requirement that the
entirety of Minkowski spacetime (except perhaps for isolated singular points)
be covered involves the metric and topological structures, not just the causal
structure, of Minkowski spacetime. Finally, S. Krasnikov has pointed out
the need for a suitable energy condition to prevent tame spacetimes from
spontaneously generating exotic features (see also ([54]).
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Likely this procedure of reducing the lapse to obtain the correct null
cone relationship will force the lapse toward 0 in some cases. Then physical
happenings (described intrinsically) are stretched out over more and more
of Minkowski spacetime, perhaps to future or past infinity. This procedure
therefore bears a formal resemblance to the use of singularity-avoiding coor-
dinates in numerical relativity [55], in which the gauge (coordinate) freedom
is used to exile singularities to infinite coordinate values. However, the move
here will prove to be gauge invariant, once a suitable redefinition of gauge
transformations is made.
2.2 The Causality Principle and Loose Inequalities
As should be clear from the worries about conformally flat curved met-
rics, the desired relationship between the two null cones takes the form of
some loose inequalities a ≤ b. Such relations have been called “unilateral”
[56] or “one-sided” constraints [57], typical examples being nonpenetration
conditions. Such constraints are more difficult to handle than the standard
“bilateral” or “two-sided” constraint equations that most treatments of con-
straints in physics discuss. Loose inequalities a ≤ b are also more difficult
to handle than strict inequalities a < b, such as the positivity conditions in
canonical general relativity [58–61], which require that the “spatial” metric
have a positive determinant h > 0. One might eliminate the positivity con-
ditions by a change of variables [58] that satisfies the inequalities identically,
such as an exponential function h = ey. One could make such an exponential
change of variables involving the eigenvalues from the formalism below.
2.3 New Variables and the Segre´ Classification of the Curved
Metric with Respect to the Flat
On account of the many cross terms, the existing formalism for describing the
relation between the two null cones [20, 35] has not been perfectly convenient.
One could achieve a slight savings by using the conformally invariant weight
−12 densitized part of the metric gµν(−g)−
1
4 . Then only nine numbers at
each event are required (the determinant being −1), but that is still too
many. One would like to diagonalize gµν and ηµν simultaneously by solving
the generalized eigenvalue problem
gµνV
µ = ΛηµνV
µ, (3)
or perhaps the related problem using gµν(−g)− 14 and ηµν(−η)− 14 . (The flat
metric tensor ηµν can be expressed in any coordinates, not only Cartesian
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coordinates.) However, in general that is impossible, because there is not
a complete set of eigenvectors, due to the indefinite (Lorentzian) nature of
both tensors [62–67]. There are four Segre´ types for a real symmetric rank 2
tensor with respect to a Lorentzian metric, the several types having different
numbers and sorts of eigenvectors [63–66].
To our knowledge, the only previous work to consider a generalized eigen-
vector decomposition of a curved Lorentzian metric with respect to a flat
one was done by I. Goldman [68] in the context of Rosen’s bimetric theory
of gravity, which does not use Einstein’s field equations. The lack of gauge
freedom in Rosen’s theory also ensured that the curved null cone was not
subject to adjustment, unlike the situation in general relativity with a flat
metric. The linearized plane wave solution will appear in Rosen’s theory,
but there being no gauge freedom, one can find no gauge-related solution
with the proper null cone relationship. Thus Rosen’s theory is not consistent
with special relativity. Any theory of gravity with an observable flat metric
will almost certainly suffer the same fate. Ironic as it may be, these theories,
which wear their devotion to the background metric proudly in their field
equations, in fact violate special relativistic causality. On the other hand,
a theory based on Einstein’s equations, in which the flat metric is shrouded
behind the gravitational potential, can respect special relativistic causality,
because Einstein’s theory evidently has enough gauge freedom to secure null
cone consistency.
An eigenvalue-eigenvector decomposition for the spatial metric was briefly
contemplated by Klotz and Goldberg [58]. For space, as opposed to space-
time, one has a positive definite background (identity) matrix, so the usual
theorems about eigenvectors and eigenvalues apply. But Klotz and Gold-
berg, who did not assume a background metric to exist, found little use for
the eigenvector decomposition because of the nontensorial nature of the 3×3
identity matrix. Such a decomposition, even given a background metric, is
still somewhat complicated unless the ADM shift vanishes.
Let us now proceed with the diagonalization project. (A very brief asser-
tion without proof of a few results from the eigenvector formalism appeared
earlier [69].) Given that a complete set of generalized eigenvectors might
fail to exist, it is necessary to consider how many eigenvectors do exist and
under which conditions. This problem has been substantially addressed in a
different context by G. S. Hall and collaborators [63–66], who were interested
in classifying the stress-energy or Ricci tensors with respect to the (curved)
metric in (geometrical) general relativity. Such problems have in fact been
studied over quite a long period of time [67] (and references therein), but
we find the work of Hall et al. to be especially convenient for our purposes.
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There exist four cases, corresponding to the four possible Segre´ types (apart
from degeneracies) for the classified tensor. The case {1, 111} has a complete
set of eigenvectors (1 timelike, 3 spacelike with respect to η), and is thus
the most convenient case. The case {211} has two spacelike eigenvectors
and one null eigenvector (with respect to η), whereas the {31} case has one
spacelike eigenvector and one null one. The last case, {z z¯11} has 2 spacelike
eigenvectors with real eigenvalues and 2 complex eigenvalues.
We now consider the conditions under which metrics of each of these
Segre´ classes obey η-causality. To give a preview of our results, we state
that the {1, 111} and {211} cases sometimes do obey it, although the {211}
metrics appear to be dispensable, being borderline cases. But no metric of
type {31} or {z z¯11} obeys the causality principle, so these types can be
excluded from consideration.
Hall et al. introduce a real null tetrad of vectors Lµ, Nµ,Xµ, Y µ with
vanishing inner products, apart from the relations
ηµνL
µNν = ηµνX
µXν = ηµνY
µY ν = 1. (4)
Thus Lµ and Nµ are null, while Xµ and Y µ are spacelike. (The signature
is −+++.) Expanding an arbitrary vector V µ as
V µ = V LLµ + V NNµ + V XXµ + V Y Y µ (5)
and taking the η-inner product with each vector of the null tetrad gives
V L = ηµνV
µNν , V N = ηµνV
µLν , V X = ηµνV
µXν , and V Y = ηµνV
µY ν .
Thus, the Kronecker delta tensor can be written as
δµν = L
µNν + LνN
µ +XµXν + Y
µYν , (6)
indices being lowered here using ηµν . For some purposes it is also conve-
nient to define the timelike vector T µ = L
µ−Nµ√
2
and the spacelike vector
Zµ = L
µ+Nµ√
2
.
We employ the results of Hall et al. [63–66], who find that the four
possible Segre´ types (ignoring degeneracies) for a (real) symmetric rank 2
tensor in a four-dimensional spacetime with a Lorentzian metric can be
written in the following ways, using a well-chosen null tetrad. The type
{1, 111} can be written as
gµν = 2ρ0L(µNν) + ρ1(LµLν +NµNν) + ρ2XµXν + ρ3YµYν , (7)
or equivalently
gµν = −(ρ0 − ρ1)TµTν + (ρ0 + ρ1)ZµZν + ρ2XµXν + ρ3YµYν . (8)
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As usual, the parentheses around indices mean that the symmetric part
should be taken [39]. The type {211} can be written as
gµν = 2ρ1L(µNν) + λLµLν + ρ2XµXν + ρ3YµYν , (9)
with λ 6= 0, the null eigenvector being Lµ. The type {31} can be written as
gµν = 2ρ1L(µNν) + 2L(µXν) + ρ1XµXν + ρ2YµYν , (10)
the null eigenvector again being Lµ. The final type, {z z¯11}, can be written
as
gµν = 2ρ0L(µNν) + ρ1(LµLν −NµNν) + ρ2XµXν + ρ3YµYν , (11)
with ρ1 6= 0. The requirements to be imposed upon the curved metric for the
moment are the following: all η-null vectors must be g-null or g-spacelike, all
η-spacelike eigenvectors must be g-spacelike, gµν must be Lorentzian (which
amounts to having a negative determinant), and gµν must be connected
to ηµν by a succession of small changes which respect η-causality and the
Lorentzian signature. It convenient to employ a slightly redundant form
that admits all four types in order to treat them simultaneously. Thus, we
write
gµν = 2AL(µNν) +BLµLν + CNµNν +DXµXν + EYµYν + 2FL(µXν). (12)
Using this form for gµν , one readily finds the squared length of a vector V
µ
to be
gµνV
µV ν = 2AV LV N +B(V N )2 + C(V L)2 +D(V X)2 +E(V Y )2
+2FV XV N . (13)
It is not clear a priori how to express sufficient conditions for the causal-
ity principle in a convenient way. But it will turn out that the necessary
conditions that we can readily impose are also sufficient.
2.4 Necessary Conditions for Respecting the Flat Metric’s
Null Cone
The causality principle requires that the η-null vectors Lµ and Nµ be g-null
or g-spacelike, so B ≥ 0, C ≥ 0. These conditions already exclude the type
{z z¯11}, because the form above requires that B and C differ in sign. It must
also be the case that the η-spacelike vectors Xµ and Y µ are g-spacelike, so
D > 0 and E > 0.
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Not merely Lµ and Nµ, but all η-null vectors must be g-null or g-
spacelike. This requirement quickly implies that E ≥ A, and also requires
that
B(V N )2 + 2FV XV N + (D −A)(V X)2 ≥ 0. (14)
Here there are two cases to consider: F = 1 for type {31}, and F = 0 for
types {1, 111} and {211}. Let us consider F = 1. The {31} has B = 0,
so the equation reduces to 2FV XV N + (D − A)(V X)2 ≥ 0, which implies
that either V X = 0 or, failing that, 2FV N + (D − A)V X ≥ 0. Clearly one
could also consider a null vector with the opposite value of V X , yielding
the inequality 2FV N − (D−A)V X ≥ 0. Adding these two inequalities gives
4V N ≥ 0, which simply cannot be made to hold for all values of V N . Thus,
the F = 1 case yields no η-causality-obeying curved metrics, and the {31}
type is eliminated. It remains to consider F = 0 for the {1, 111} and {211}
types. The resulting inequality is B(V N )2 + (D − A)(V X)2 ≥ 0. Because
B ≥ 0 has already been imposed, it follows only that D ≥ A.
Let us summarize the results so far. The inequalities B ≥ 0 and C ≥ 0
have excluded the type {z z¯11}. We also have D > 0, D ≥ A, E > 0, E ≥ A.
Finally, F = 0 excludes the type {31}, so only {1, 111} and {211} remain.
We now impose the requirement of Lorentzian signature. At a given
event, one can find a coordinate x such that ( ∂
∂x
)µ = Xµ and (flipping the
sign of Y µ if needed for the orientation) a coordinate y such that ( ∂
∂y
)µ = Y µ;
these two coordinates can be regarded as Cartesian at that event. Then the
null vectors Lµ and Nµ lie in the t− z plane. The curved metric has a block
diagonal part in the x − y plane with positive determinant, so imposing a
Lorentzian signature means ensuring a negative determinant for the 2 × 2
t − z part. The vectors Lµ and Nµ in such a coordinate systems take the
form Lµ = (L0, 0, 0, L3) and Nµ = (N0, 0, 0, N3). Given the Cartesian form
ηµν = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1) and the nullity of these two vectors, it follows that
|L0| = |L3| and |N0| = |N3|. Therefore the relevant parts of the curved
metric can be written in such a coordinate basis as
g00 = 2AL
0N0 +B(L0)2 + C(N0)2,
g03 = g30 = −A(N0L3 + L0N3)−BL0L3 − CN0N3,
g33 = 2AL
3N3 +B(L3)2 + C(N3)2.
Taking the determinant using Mathematica and recalling that |L0| = |L3|
and |N0| = |N3|, one finds that the condition for a negative determinant is
2(A2−BC)|L3|2|N3|2(sign(L0L3N0N3)−1) < 0. The linear independence of
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Lµ and Nµ implies that sign(L0L3N0N3) = −1, so the determinant condi-
tion is A2−BC > 0. Because B and C are both nonnegative, A2 −BC > 0
implies that A 6= 0. But the requirement that the curved metric be smoothly
deformable through a sequence of signature-preserving steps means that the
curved metric’s value of A cannot “jump” from one sign of A to another,
but must agree with the flat metric’s positive sign. It follows that A > 0.
We now summarize the necessary conditions imposed:
A > 0, A2 > BC, B ≥ 0,
C ≥ 0, D ≥ A, E ≥ A,
F = 0. (15)
2.5 Sufficient Conditions for Respecting the Flat Metric’s
Null Cone
Thus far, it is not clear whether these necessary conditions are sufficient.
We now prove that they are. It is helpful to consider the two types, {1, 111}
and {211}, separately.
For the type {1, 111}, the conditions on the coefficients A,B, etc. reduce
to
A > 0, A > B, B ≥ 0,
C = B, D ≥ A, E ≥ A. (16)
For this form the following relations between variables hold:
A = ρ0, B = ρ1, D = ρ2,
E = ρ3. (17)
It follows that this type can be expressed as
gµν = −(A−B)TµTν + (A+B)ZµZν +DXµXν + EYµYν . (18)
Writing the eigenvalues for T µ, Xµ, Y µ, and Zµ as D00, D
1
1, D
2
2, and D
3
3,
respectively, one has
D00 = A−B, D11 = A+B, D22 = D,
D33 = E. (19)
One sees that the inequalities imply that the eigenvalue for the timelike
eigenvector T µ (briefly, the “timelike eigenvalue”) is no larger than any of
the spacelike eigenvalues:
D00 ≤ D11, D00 ≤ D22, D00 ≤ D33, (20)
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and that all the (generalized) eigenvalues are positive. Let us now see that
these conditions are sufficient. Writing an arbitrary vector V µ as
V µ = V TT µ + V XXµ + V Y Y µ + V ZZµ, (21)
one sees that its η-length (squared) is
ηµνV
µV ν = −(V T )2 + (V X)2 + (V Y )2 + (V Z)2. (22)
Clearly this length is never more positive than
1
D00
gµνV
µV ν = −(V T )2 + D
1
1
D00
(V X)2 +
D22
D00
(V Y )2 +
D33
D00
(V Z)2, (23)
so the necessary conditions are indeed sufficient for type {1, 111}.
For the type {211}, the conditions on the coefficients A,B, etc. reduce
to
A > 0, B > 0, C = 0,
D ≥ A, E ≥ A, F = 0. (24)
One can write the curved metric in terms of T µ, Zµ, Xµ, and Y µ, though
T µ and Zµ are not eigenvectors. One then has
gµν =
(
−A+ B
2
)
TµTν +
(
A+
B
2
)
ZµZν +BZ(µTν) +
DXµXν + EYµYν . (25)
Writing an arbitrary η-spacelike vector field V µ as
V µ = GT µ +HZµ + IXµ + JY µ, (26)
with H2+ I2+J2 > G2, one readily finds the form of gµνV
µV ν . Employing
the relevant inequalities and shuffling coefficients, one obtains the manifestly
positive result
gµνV
µV ν = A(H2+I2+J2−G2)+1
2
B(G−H)2+(D−A)I2+(E−A)J2. (27)
This positivity result says that all η-spacelike vectors are g-spacelike. Earlier
the requirement that all η-null vectors be g-null or g-spacelike was imposed.
These two conditions together comprise the causality principle, so we have
obtained sufficient conditions for the {211} type also.
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The {211} type, which has with one null and two spacelike eigenvectors,
is a borderline case in which the curved metric’s null cone is tangent to
the flat metric’s cone along a single direction [70]. Clearly such borderline
cases of {211} metrics obeying the causality principle form in some sense a
measure 0 set of all causality principle-satisfying metrics. Given that they
are so scarce, one might consider neglecting them. Furthermore, they are
arbitrarily close to violating the causality principle. We recall the criterion
of stable causality in geometrical general relativity [39] (where the issue
is closed timelike curves, without regard to any flat metric’s null cone),
which frowns upon metrics which satisfy causality, but would fail to do so if
perturbed by an arbitrarily small amount. One could imagine that quantum
fluctuations might push such a marginal metric over the edge, and thus
prefers to exclude such metrics as unphysical. By analogy, one might impose
stable η-causality, which excludes curved metrics that are arbitrarily close
to violating the flat null cone’s notion of causality, though we saw that such
a condition would exclude conformally flat metrics, also. Another reason for
neglecting type {211} metrics is that they are both technically inconvenient
and physically unnecessary. Because η-causality-respecting {211} metrics
are arbitrarily close to {1, 111} metrics, one could merely make a small
naive gauge transformation to shrink the lapse a bit more and obtain a
{1, 111} metric instead. Thus, every curved metric that respects η-causality
either is of type {1, 111}, or is arbitrarily close to being of type {1, 111}
and deformable thereto by a small naive gauge transformation reducing the
lapse.
It follows that there is no loss of generality in restricting the configura-
tion space to type {1, 111} curved metrics, for which the two metrics are
simultaneously diagonalizable. As a result, there exists a close relationship
between the traditional orthonormal tetrad formalism and this eigenvector
decomposition. In particular, one can build a g-orthonormal tetrad field
e
µ
A simply by choosing the normalization of the eigenvectors. This choice
fixes the local Lorentz freedom of the tetrad (except when eigenvalues are
degenerate) in terms of the flat metric tensor.
Rewriting the generalized eigenvector equation for the case in which a
complete set exists, one can write
gµνe
µ
A = ηµνe
µ
BD
B
A , (28)
with the four eigenvalues being the elements of the diagonal matrix DAB . It
is sometimes convenient to raise or lower the indices of this matrix using the
matrix ηAB = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1). The tetrad field has {eµA} has inverse {fAµ }.
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We recall the standard relations gµν = f
A
µ ηABf
B
ν and gµνe
µ
Ae
ν
B = ηAB .
It is not difficult to show the how the tetrad lengths are related to the
eigenvalues: ηµνe
µ
Ae
ν
B = D
−1
AB , and equivalently, η
µνfAµ f
B
ν = D
AB . It follows
that fAν = ηναe
α
BD
AB, which says that a given leg of the cotetrad fAν can be
expressed solely in terms of the corresponding leg of the tetrad eµA, through a
stretching, an index lowering, and possibly a sign change, without reference
to the other legs. Simultaneous diagonalization, of course, implies that the
tetrad vectors are orthogonal to each other with respect to both metrics.
2.6 Finite Gauge Transformations and a Tetrad
While linearized gauge transformations are well known in field formulations
of general relativity, the form of a finite gauge transformation is less well
known. It has been shown by L. P. Grishchuk, A. N. Petrov, and A. D.
Popova [18] to have the form
g
σρ → e£ξgσρ, u→ e£ξu, ηµν → ηµν (29)
in terms of the convenient variable gσρ =
√−ggσρ, the flat metric tensor,
and matter fields u described by some tensors (or tensor densities) with
indices suppressed. They made use of a first-order action. Using a second-
order form of the action, we will reconfirm that this transformation indeed
changes the action merely be a boundary term. We will also derive conve-
nient formulas involving different sets of variables, so that one is not required
to use gσρ. In addition, we will introduce the analogous formula for finite
gauge transformations of tetrad fields.
J. L. Friedman (with D. M. Witt) has kindly pointed out that this ex-
ponentiated Lie derivative form is less general than one might expect intu-
itively. In particular, there are diffeomorphisms near the identity that are
not in the image of the exponential map [71, 72]. However, the counterex-
ample given [71] involves closed spatial loops, whereas our need for gauge
transformations involves timelike curves. Probably we can simply confine
our attention to those diffeomorphisms for which the exponential Lie for-
mula holds in making gauge transformations in the SRA. In that case, the
exponential Lie formula holds by construction, so this qualification does not
seem crucial for our purposes.
We recall the bimetric form of the action above for a generally covariant
theory [22], with the metric here expressed in terms of the weight 1 inverse
metric density:
S = S1[g
µν , u]+
1
2
∫
d4xRµνρσ(η)Mµνρσ+2b
∫
d4x
√−η+
∫
d4xαµ,µ . (30)
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Mµνρσ is an arbitrary weight 1 tensor density with the symmetries of the
Riemann tensor, depending only on gσρ, u, and ηµν . Clearly the terms other
than S1 change at most by a boundary term, so our attention turns to
S1 =
∫
d4xL1. The important term L1 in the Lagrangian density is just the
sum of terms which are products of gµν , u, and their partial derivatives.
We now derive a useful formula. Writing out e£ξA as a series
e£ξA =
∞∑
i=0
1
i!
£iξA (31)
for some tensor density A, and a similar series for another tensor density B,
will put us in a position to derive a useful ‘product’ rule for the exponential of
Lie differentiation. (The index structures and density weights are arbitrary.)
Multiplying the series and using the Cauchy product formula [73]
∞∑
i=0
aiz
i
∞∑
j=0
bjz
j =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
k=0
akbn−kzk (32)
and the n-fold iterated Leibniz rule [73]
[fg](n) =
n∑
k=0
n!
k!(n − k)!f
(k)g(n−k), (33)
one recognizes the result as the series expansion of e£ξ(AB), so one has the
pleasant result
(e£ξA)(e£ξB) = e£ξ(AB) (34)
Using the fact that partial differentiation commutes with Lie differen-
tiation, ones sees that replacing gµν by e£ξgµν and u with e£ξu in L1 will
give e£ξL1. Thus, the change in L1 is δL1 = (e£ξ − 1)L1, which is the
Lie derivative of a scalar density of weight 1. Recalling [74] that the Lie
derivative a weight 1 scalar density φ is £ξφ = (ξ
µφ),µ, one sees that δL1 is
just a coordinate divergence, as desired.
In view of the matrix relationships among the various metric quantities,
one has by definition that (gµν + δgµν)(gρν + δgρν) = δ
µ
ρ and various other
relations. In that way, one can derive the form of δgρν , δg, δgρν , and the
like. Let us show this fact explicitly for g, using gσρ + δgσρ = e£ξgσρ.
The determinant is given by |gσρ| = [αµνρ]δ0βδ1χδ2ψδ3φgαβgµχgνψgρφ, where
[αµνρ] is the totally antisymmetric symbol with [0123] = 1. Because this
form for the determinant holds in any coordinate system, [αµνρ]δ0βδ
1
χδ
2
ψδ
3
φ is
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a scalar (and also a constant), so e£ξ([αµνρ]δ0βδ
1
χδ
2
ψδ
3
φ) = [αµνρ]δ
0
βδ
1
χδ
2
ψδ
3
φ.
We therefore have
|e£ξgσρ| = [αµνρ]δ0βδ1χδ2ψδ3φ(e£ξg
αβ
)(e£ξg
µχ
)(e£ξg
νψ
)(e£ξg
ρφ
)
= e£ξ |gσρ|. (35)
Using gσρ = gσρ
√−g, one recalls that |gσρ| = |gσρ|, so
g + δg = e£ξg. (36)
The relation −g − δg = (√−g + δ√−g)2 defines δ√−g, so one quickly also
finds that √−g + δ√−g = e£ξ√−g, (37)
with which one readily finds the result for gσρ and so on. Again the trans-
formed field is just the exponentiated Lie derivative of the original. One
therefore can readily use variables other than the densitized inverse curved
metric gµν .
Grishchuk, Petrov, and Popova have exhibited a straightforward and
attractive relationship between finite gauge transformations (with the ex-
ponentiated Lie differentiation) and the tensor transformation law [75, 76].
Evidently the former is fundamental, the latter derived. One can define a
vector field ξα using the fact that under a gauge transformation, gµν changes
in accord with the tensor transformation law, while the flat metric stays
fixed. Let us follow them and define ξα in terms of the finite coordinate
transformation
x′α = eξ
µ ∂
∂xµ xα. (38)
Then the tensor transformation law gives the exponential Lie formula. The
tensor transformation law being easier to use in some respects, this connec-
tion is useful.
It appears that finite gauge transformations for an orthonormal tetrad
have never been studied before, so let us do so. If one imposes no require-
ments on the tetrad other than that it be orthonormal, then the formula is
nonunique in the local Lorentz transformation matrix field FCA . The desired
form turns out to be
e
µ
A + δe
µ
A = e
£ξ(eF )CAe
µ
C . (39)
The Lie differentiation in the first factor acts on everything to its right.
Thus one performs a finite local Lorentz transformation, and then acts with
the Lie differentiation. F is a matrix field which, when an index is moved
using ηAB = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1) or ηAB , is antisymmetric: FCA = −ηAEFEB ηBC .
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One can show that the above formula preserves both the completeness rela-
tion to the inverse metric gµν = eµAη
ABeνB and the orthonormality relation
gµνe
µ
Ae
ν
B = ηAB. Let us now verify the completeness relation by showing that
this relation with the gauge-transformed tetrad yields the gauge-transformed
curved metric, using (e£ξA)(e£ξB) = e£ξ(AB). One has by definition of a
variation ∆ induced by this tetrad transformation,
gµν +∆gµν = (eµA + δe
µ
A)η
AB(eνB + δe
ν
B)
= [e£ξ(eF )CAe
µ
C ]η
ABe£ξ(eF )EBe
ν
E
= e£ξ [(eF )CAe
µ
Cη
AB(eF )EBe
ν
E]. (40)
Acting with e−£ξ gives
e−£ξ(gµν +∆gµν) = (eF )CAe
µ
Cη
AB(eF )EBe
ν
E . (41)
We shall use the near-antisymmetry of F : FCE = −ηEJF JBηBC . One then
has
e−£ξ(gµν +∆gµν) = eµC(e
F )CAη
AB(eF )EBe
ν
E
= eµC(e
F )CAη
AB(IEB + F
E
B + F
E
J F
J
B + . . .)e
ν
E , (42)
where the one factor is expanded as a series. Continuing by moving the
Lorentz matrix ηAB and its inverse into strategic locations gives
e
µ
C(e
F )CA(I
A
P + η
ABFEB ηEP + η
ABF JBηJKη
KLFEL ηEP + . . .)e
Pν
= eµC(e
F )CA(I
A
J − FAJ + FAKFKJ − . . .)eJν , (43)
where the near-antisymmetry of F has been employed. Reverting to the
exponential form gives
e
µ
C(e
F )CA(e
−F )AJ e
Jν = eµCI
C
E e
Eν = gµν , (44)
leading to the expected conclusion gµν + ∆gµν = gµν + δgµν = e£ξgµν .
Thus, completeness holds, and the tetrad-induced variation ∆ of the inverse
curved metric agrees with the gauge transformation variation δ. By simi-
lar maneuvers, one establishes the orthonormality relation for this tetrad
variation:
(e£ξgµν)(e
µ
A + δe
µ
A)(e
ν
B + δe
ν
B) = η
AB . (45)
Finally, the inverse tetrad transforms as
fAµ + δf
A
µ = e
£ξ(e−F )ACf
C
µ , (46)
with a negative sign applied to FAC .
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2.7 Gauge Transformations Form a Groupoid
If one is not interested in taking η-causality seriously, then any suitably
smooth vector field, perhaps subject to some boundary conditions, will gen-
erate a gauge transformation. This is the notion that Grishchuk, Petrov,
and Popova have employed, and that on occasion we have used above as a
“naive” gauge transformation. With suitable technical assumptions, these
transformations should form a group. However, in the SRA, respecting η-
causality–indeed, preferably stable η-causality–is essential. This fact entails
that only a subset of all vector fields generates gauge transformations in the
SRA.
Let us be more precise in defining gauge transformations in the SRA,
requiring stable η-causality. A gauge transformation in the SRA is a math-
ematical transformation generated by a vector field in the form
gµν → e£ξgµν , ηµν → ηµν , u→ e£ξu,
but we now introduce the requirement that both the original and the trans-
formed curved metrics respect stable η-causality. It is evident that a vector
field that generates a gauge transformation given one curved metric and a
flat metric, might not generate a gauge transformation given another curved
metric (and the same flat metric), because in the second case, the trans-
formation might move the curved metric out of the η-causality-respecting
configuration space, which is only a subset of the naive configuration space.
(One might also need to impose boundary conditions on the generating vec-
tor field to ensure maintenance of boundary conditions on the curved metric
and matter fields.)
It follows that one cannot identify gauge transformations with generating
vector fields alone. Rather, one must also specify the curved metric prior
to the transformation. For thoroughness, one can also use the flat metric as
a label, to ensure that the trivial coordinate freedom is not confused with
the physically significant gauge freedom. Let us therefore write a gauge
transformation as an ordered triple involving a vector field, a flat metric
tensor field, and a curved metric tensor field:
(e£ξ , ηµν , gµν), (47)
where both gµν and e
£ξgµν satisfy stable causality with respect to ηµν .
The former restriction limits the configuration space for the curved met-
ric, whereas the latter restricts the vector field. (At this point we drop the
indices for brevity.) The non-Abelian nature of these transformations makes
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it advisable to use not ξ, but the operator e£ξ , to label the transformations,
because then the noncommutativity of two transformations is manifest.
One wants to compose two gauge transformations to get a third gauge
transformation. At this point, the fact that a gauge transformation is not
labelled merely by the vector field, but also by the curved and flat metrics,
has important consequences. Clearly the two gauge transformations to be
composed must have the second one start with the curved metric with which
the first one stops. We also want the flat metrics to agree. Thus, the ‘group’
multiplication operation is defined only in certain cases, meaning the gauge
transformations in the SRA do not form a group, despite the inheritance
of the mathematical form of exponentiating the Lie differentiation operator
from the field formulation’s gauge transformation. Two gauge transforma-
tions (e£ψ , η2, g2) and (e
£ξ , η1, g1) can be composed to give a new gauge
transformation
(e£ψ , η2, g2) ◦ (e£ξ , η1, g1) = (e£ψe£ξ , η1, g1) (48)
if and only if g2 = e
£ξg1 and η2 = η1. The left inverse of (e
£ξ , η1, g1) is
(e£−ξ , η1, e
£ξg1), yielding
(e£−ξ , η1, e
£ξg1) ◦ (e£ξ , η1, g1) = (1, η1, g1), (49)
an identity transformation. The right inverse is also (e£−ξ , η1, e
£ξg1), yield-
ing
(e£ξ , η1, g1) ◦ (e£−ξ , η1, e£ξg1) = (1, η1, e£ξg1), (50)
which is also an identity transformation. Gauge transformations in the SRA
do not form a group, because multiplication between some elements simply
is not defined.
While the lack of a group structure is perhaps unfamiliar, there is a
mathematical structure that precisely corresponds to what the physics of
the SRA dictates. According to A. Ramsay, “[a] groupoid is, roughly speak-
ing, a set with a not everywhere defined binary operation, which would be
a group if the operation were defined everywhere.” [77] (pp. 254, 255) One
need not rest with informal descriptions, because one can easily show that
SRA gauge transformations in fact satisfy the axioms required of a groupoid,
as defined by P. Hahn [78] and J. Renault [79]. Though groupoids are in-
creasingly coming to the attention of physicists, they are still sufficiently
obscure that we reproduce the definition of Hahn and Renault here for con-
venience. According to them [78, 79], a groupoid is a set G endowed with a
product map (x, y) → xy : G2 → G, where G2 is a subset of G × G called
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the set of composable [ordered] pairs, and an inverse map x→ x−1 : G→ G
such that the following relations are satisfied:
1. (x−1)−1 = x,
2. if (x, y) and (y, z) are elements of G2, then (xy, z) and (x, yz) are
elements of G2 and (xy)z = x(yz),
3. (x−1, x) ∈ G2, and if (x, y) ∈ G2, then x−1(xy) = y,
4. (x, x−1) ∈ G2, and if (z, x) ∈ G2, then (zx)x−1 = z.
One readily interprets this definition as implying that every SRA gauge
transformation has an inverse, and that multiplication is associative when-
ever it is defined.
Some authors [19, 80] have previously denied that the flat metric’s null
cone can have any physical significance, in part because the relation between
the two metrics’ null cones is gauge variant. If one tacitly assumes that gauge
transformations must form a group, then that objection holds, but insistence
on a group structure seems unwarranted. In accord with the demands of
the SRA, we define gauge transformations such that they respect the causal
structure of the flat metric, and find that gauge transformations form a
groupoid. Thus this objection to ascribing physical significance to the flat
metric’s null cone is removed. It would be interesting to describe the null
cone relationship using the language of “causal relationship” of A. Garcia-
Parrado and J. M. M. Senovilla [81] (and works cited therein).
3 Equal Time Commutation Relations for Quan-
tum Gravity
The use of a flat background metric in gravitation might suggest a con-
nection to the old covariant perturbation program of quantum gravity. In
the modern canonical quantization program, “background-dependent” and
“perturbative” are basically synonymous. But in fact nothing about the
SRA is inherently perturbative—nowhere is an expansion in powers of
√
G
or the like made. Moreover, expanding the gravitational potential in terms
of plane waves (perhaps in the tensorial DeDonder gauge) and quantizing
the Fourier coefficients in fact is very unnatural in the SRA, because these
plane waves (at least in the tensorial DeDonder gauge) individually violate
η-causality. It is far from clear how to build an η-causal general solution out
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of pieces that are all η-acausal. Thus a nonperturbative quantization of the
SRA is not only permissible, but preferred over a perturbative one.
The perturbative covariant quantization program famously appears to be
nonrenormalizable, even with the addition of carefully chosen matter fields
in the later supergravity era [82], so what can a flat background metric
still contribute to quantum gravity? Here is one answer: it can give a
well-defined notion of causality. Isham writes of the null cone consistency
issue in the covariant perturbation program: “This very non-trivial problem
is one of the reasons why the canonical approach to quantum gravity has
been so popular.” [82] (p. 12) And again, “One of the main aspirations
of the canonical approach to quantum gravity has always been to build a
formalism with no background spatial, or spacetime, metric.” [82] (p. 18)
The use of a flat background in canonical gravity indeed seems to be almost
unknown, apart from a few works that do not consider the flat metric’s null
cone [75, 83]. However, it would be a mistake to conclude that the canonical
formalism is immune to similar causality worries. Isham continues:
However, a causal problem arises here [in the canonical approach]
too. For example, in the Wheeler-DeWitt approach, the config-
uration variable of the system is the Riemannian metric qab(x)
on a three-manifold Σ, and the canonical commutation relations
invariably include the set
[qˆab(x), qˆcd(x
′)] = 0 (51)
for all points x and x′ in Σ. In normal canonical quantum field
theory such a relation arises because Σ is a space-like subset of
spacetime, and hence the fields at x and x′ should be simultane-
ously measurable. But how can such a relation be justified in a
theory that has no fixed causal structure? The problem is rarely
mentioned but it means that, in this respect, the canonical ap-
proach to quantum gravity is no better than the covariant one.
It is another aspect of the ‘problem of time’ . . . . [82] (p. 12)
Evidently introducing a flat metric can help:
The background metric η provides a fixed causal structure with
the usual family of Lorentzian inertial frames. Thus, at this level,
there is no problem of time. The causal structure also allows a
notion of microcausality, thereby permitting a conventional type
of relativistic quantum field theory . . . It is clear that many of the
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prima facie issues discussed earlier are resolved in an approach
of this type by virtue of its heavy use of background structure.
[82] (p. 17)
What then is the difficulty? According to Isham (and J. Butterfield), rel-
ativists worry about having two distinct causal structures, and also wish
to include nontrivial topologies to study various gravitational phenomena,
including black holes, phase changes, and quantum cosmology [82, 84]. But
there is no need to identify the two causal structures, even asymptotically,
as long as the effective curved metric’s null cone is consistent with the flat
metric’s null cone. Above we have presented a formalism which plausibly
ensures that the effective causal structure is consistent with the background
one by construction, so Isham’s first objection is answered. The second
objection simply presupposes a fundamentally geometrical view of gravita-
tion and thus begs the question against the SRA. It also appears to assume
that black hole phenomena must be inconsistent with Minkowksi spacetime,
but, as we have seen, even the interior and the region up to the true sin-
gularity fit within Minkowski spacetime. Butterfield and Isham also refer
to “conjectures to the effect that a non-perturbative quantization of this
system would lead to quantum fluctuations of the causal structure around a
quantum-averaged background metric that is not the original Minkowskian
metric.” [84] (p. 70) Such conjectures, depending on the details, might be
most welcome in the SRA, because fluctuations around the flat background
(as opposed to fluctuations bounded by the flat background) would violate
η-causality.
It appears that the SRA gives a formalism in which the cost of including
a flat background is low, while the benefits are noticeable. As T. Thiemann
notes, giving up Minkowski spacetime violates the Wightman axioms for
quantum field theory [85]. Not everything is lost if one works on an arbi-
trary background spacetime, but “the whole framework of ordinary quantum
field theory breaks down once we make the gravitational field (and the differ-
entiable manifold) dynamical, once there is no background metric any longer
!” [85] (emphasis in the original). One could follow Thiemann’s bold project
of trying to do quantum field theory without a background metric. More-
over, work is being done on implementing causality in such contexts [86–88].
Even so, the task is sufficiently difficult that more conservative approaches
to canonical quantization are worth exploring.
We conclude that background-dependent nonperturbative quantization,
canonical or otherwise, of the SRA would be worthwhile. If one uses path
integration, the η-stably causal configuration space might provide an ap-
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pealing set of curved metrics over which to integrate to impose causality.
With the requirement of η-causality imposed, it follows that any “SRA
spacetime” (R4, ηµν , gµν) is globally hyperbolic. How so? It follows from
η-causality that the domain of dependence of an η-spacelike slice is in fact
the whole of R4. But global hyperbolicity just is the possession of a Cauchy
surface [39], so any η-causal SRA spacetime (R4, ηµν , gµν) is globally hyper-
bolic. Global hyperbolicity avoids the Hawking black hole information loss
paradox [26].
4 Conclusion
We have aimed to take special relativity seriously, including its causal, met-
rical, and topological structures, while viewing gravity as described by Ein-
stein’s field equations. We found a good kinematical description of the
relation between the null cones. Plausibly one can deform any physically
relevant solution into one in which the proper null cone relation obtains.
Having done so, one can adopt a new set of variables which ensure that
the proper relation holds automatically. Gauge transformations form not a
group, but a groupoid. As a result of using the flat metric, the problem of
defining causality in quantum gravity is solved, so background-dependent
nonperturbative quantization of the SRA might be worthwhile. Further-
more, every SRA solution is globally hyperbolic.
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